SEMINAR TALKS: PH.D

Sharon Christina Tensingh, Research Scholar, Department of Management Studies (MS15D200) will give a seminar talk on *Liquidity, Volatility & Hedging in Commodity Futures Market* at 1400 hours on March 05, 2018 in (DoMS-110).

Avinash Sahu, Research Scholar, Department of Chemical Engineering (CH11D039) will give a seminar talk on *Effect of Salt on BSA Adsorption in Semi-Batch Foam Fractionation and Micro-Channel* at 1500 hours on March 05, 2018 in MSB 241.

Bhagavatula NVSSR Dinesh, Research Scholar, Department of Chemical Engineering (CH12D025) will give a seminar talk on *Linear Stability of Layered Two-Phase Stratified Flows Through Soft-Gel-Coated Walls* at 1500 hours on March 06, 2018 in MSB 241.

Sriram KS, Research Scholar, Department of Management Studies (MS13D209) will give a seminar talk on *Trade Size Preference of Informed Traders in Indian Equity Markets* at 1500 hours on March 06, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (DoMS-110).

Rahul Yadav, Research Scholar, Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME13D215) will give a seminar talk on *Development and Application of a Neural Network based Fast Forward Model in Multidimensional Radiative Heat Transfer Problems* at 1500 hours on March 06, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (HTTP Lab).

Vijayaragunathan R, Research Scholar, Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CS15D009) will give a seminar talk on *Treewidth based Algorithms for Expected Coverage and Visibility Graph Recognition Problem* at 1530 hours on March 07, 2018 in the AM Turing Hall.

SEMINAR TALKS: PH.D (CONTD…)

Shashank Bansal, Research Scholar, Department of Management Studies (MS14D010) will give a seminar talk on *Impact of Concentrated Founder Ownership on Board Independence and Related Party Transaction: An Emerging Market Perspective* at 1400 hours on March 08, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (DoMS-110).

Hemant Naik, Research Scholar, Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME14D014) will give a seminar talk on *Three-Dimensional Investigations on Heat and Fluid Flow Characteristics of Tube-Bundles in Presence of Vortex Generators* at 1500 hours on March 08, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (RAC Lab).

SEMINAR TALKS: MS

Rohit Sanjay Khare, Research Scholar, Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME15S089) will give a seminar talk on *A Comprehensive Validated Compact Mechanism for Dimethyl Ether Oxidation: An Experimental and Computational Study* at 1500 hours on March 08, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (TCE Lab).

Aditya Dilip Lele, Research Scholar, Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME15S084) will give a seminar talk on *Development of a Chemical Kinetic Mechanism for Biodiesel Surrogate* at 1500 hours on March 09, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (TCE Lab).

PHD VIVA VOCE EXAMINATION

The Ph.D. Viva Voce Examination of Hingu Dharini Ramesh, Research Scholar, Department of Mathematics (MA13D002) will be held at 1200 hours on March 09, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (HSB 257). The title of the thesis is *Evolutionary Stability in Games with Continuous Strategy Spaces.*

FILM CLUB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Movie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 03,2018</td>
<td>English Movie: <em>STAR WARS : The Last Jedi</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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